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An Investigation of Low Earth Orbit
Internal Charging
L. Neergaard Parker, J. I. Minow, E. M. Willis

breakdown strength of the material in order to determine if
there is a threat for arcing.

Abstract— Internal charging is not generally considered a
threat in low Earth orbit due to the relatively short exposure
times and low flux of electrons with energies of a few MeV
encountered in typical orbits.
There are configurations,
however, where insulators and ungrounded conductors used on
the outside of a spacecraft hull may charge when exposed to
much lower energy electrons of some 100’s keV in a process that
is better characterized as internal charging than surface
charging. We investigate the conditions required for this internal
charging process to occur in low Earth orbit using a onedimensional charging model and evaluate the environments for
which the process may be a threat to spacecraft.

This paper describes an investigation using the I.cam model
into the conditions required for this low Earth orbit “internal
charging” process to occur and provides examples of the
environments for which the process represents a threat to
spacecraft. First, we describe the simple one-dimensional
I.cam internal charging model that is used to compute the
charge accumulation on materials under thin shielding. Only
the electron flux that penetrates exposed surface shielding
material is considered and we treat the charge balance in
underlying insulation as a parallel plate capacitor accumulating
charge from the penetrating electron flux and losing charge due
to conduction to a ground plane. Charge dissipation due to
conduction can be neglected to consider the effects of charging
an ungrounded conductor. In both cases, the potential and
electric field is computed as a function of time. An additional
charge loss process is introduced due to an electrostatic
discharge current when the electric field reaches prescribed
breakdown strength. For simplicity, the amount of charge lost
in the discharge is treated as a random percentage of the total
charge between a set maximum and minimum amount so a user
can consider partial discharges of insulating materials (small
loss of charge) or arcing from a conductor (large loss of
charge). We then apply the model using electron flux
measurements from a National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) spacecraft in LEO to demonstrate that
charging can reach levels where electrostatic discharges occur
and estimate the magnitude of the discharge.

Keywords—charging; low Earth orbit

I.

INTRODUCTION

Low Earth orbit (LEO) is usually considered a relatively
benign environment for internal charging threats due to the low
flux of penetrating electrons with energies of a few MeV that
are encountered over an orbit. There are configurations,
however, where insulators and ungrounded conductors used on
the outside of a spacecraft hull may charge when exposed to
much lower energy electrons of some 100’s keV in a process
that is better characterized as internal charging than surface
charging. For example, the minimal radiation shielding
afforded by thin thermal control materials such as metalized
polymer sheets (e.g., aluminized Kapton or Mylar) and
multilayer insulation (MLI) may allow electrons of 100’s of
keV to charge underlying materials. Yet these same thermal
control materials protect the underlying insulators and
ungrounded conductors from surface charging currents due to
electrons and ions at energies less than a few keV as well as
suppress the photoemission, secondary electron, and
backscattered electron processes associated with surface
charging.

II.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The model numerically solves equation (1) for the internal
electric field, where є is permitivity, E is the electric field, σ is
the conductivity of the material, and J is current density [1]
for each point along the orbit.

The Internal Charging Model (I.cam) was developed by
Marshall Space Flight Center’s Natural Environments Branch
to help flight projects understand the radiation shielding
requirements in different spacecraft orbits required to mitigate
charging for different material configurations. The user can
specify specific material configurations and the energy range
of penetrating energetic electrons that charge materials under
thin shielding. The model then calculates the internal electric
field due to accumulating charge and compares result to the

(1)
Potential (φ) and stored charged (Q) are computed for each
timestep as well. The model has the capability to enable
enhancement of the electric field due to sharp corners. If no
enhancement is desired, the value is set to 1. The capacitance
of the material configuration is calculated assuming a parallel
plate capacitor model. The capacitance model can be
modified in future versions to consider spherical and/or
cylindrical capacitor models as well. Once the electric field
has been calculated, it is compared to the electric breakdown
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strength (Ebd) of the material, which is a user provided value.
If E < Ebd, then the model goes to the next timestep and
recalculates E, φ, and Q based on the new input current
density J which continues until the electric field meets or
exceeds the electric breakdown strength.

fitting the data to pitch angle distributions but this work will
not be shown here.
For each example case, we need to know the energy range
that can penetrate a given shielding level and then deposit
charge within a given depth of unground conductor or
insulating material. We calculate the areal density of the
shielding and charging target materials and use the rangeenergy relations provided by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Electron Stopping-Power
and Range Tables for Electrons (ESTAR) model to calculate
the stopping range within the ungrounded or conducting
material [3]. The charging model assumes electrons with
minimum energy Emin required to penetrate the shielding
material arrives at the front surface of the charging target
material, electrons with maximum energy Emax penetrate to the
back surface of the charging target material, and the charge
that accumulates within the charging target material
capacitance is given by the difference between the integral
flux represented by J(>Emin) and J(>Emax) .

When the electric field condition E ≥ Ebd is met the model
simulates charge loss through an electrostatic discharge arc.
Arcs are simulated by assigning a random amount of charge
loss as a percentage of the total accumulated charge density
within a set discharge percentage range. The discharge
percentage range is a user input between 0 (minimum
possible) and 1 (maximum possible). We typically assume
maximum and minimum discharge values near 1 for
conductors where the entire charge density can couple to the
arc and values in the 0.1 to 0.3 range for insulators where only
a fraction of the total charge is typically lost in an arc. Post
arc values of the electric field, potential, and charge on the
material are calculated and compared to the pre-arc values to
yield information about the strength of the discharge
produced, such as energy in the arc and current pulses for
three arc discharge time constants. These quantities are stored
in an output file for future use and analysis.

An example for obtaining the minimum and maximum
electron energies to be used in a charging case is shown in
Fig. 1. Radiation shielding is provided by a 10-layer MLI
stack consisting of individual 1-mil thick Kapton layers and
the charging target is a 5 mm thick sample of insulating
Kapton material. A mass density of 1.42 g/cm3 is used for
Kapton. For the parameters stated, the fraction of the
energy spectrum that will deposit charge in the insulating
target material is approximately 150 keV – 900 keV. We can
assume that the MLI shielding has suppressed any moderation
of charging afforded by the secondary electron which is an
important process in surface charging because the minimum
energy required to penetrate the shielding is 150 keV, an
energy where secondary electron yields are negligible for most
materials and any low energy secondary electrons emitted
with energies of a few eV will not be able to penetrate the
MLI stack [4,5].

The input electron current density J along a satellite
trajectory is obtained from satellite measurements of electron
flux in LEO orbits. For the results shown here we have used
electron data from the Medium Energy Proton and Electron
Detector (MEPED) instrument on the NOAA-19 Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) satellite
for a period from October 2011 to the end of December 2012.
The NOAA-19 POES spacecraft is a three axis-stabilized
platform in a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 870 km
and 98.7⁰ inclination. The MEPED solid state detector [2]
includes three integral electron channels covering the energy
ranges 30-1100 keV, 100-1100 keV, and 300-1100 keV.
There are two electron telescopes with 0° (zenith) and 90°
(horizontal) look angles. The 0° detector observes the
geomagnetically trapped electrons at low latitudes and those
particles caught in the atmospheric loss cone at higher
latitudes.
Conversely, the 90° detector monitors those
particles in the loss cone at low latitudes and the
geomagnetically trapped particles at higher latitudes. Each
detector has a 15° half angle field of view. We have used the
16 second average electron flux data available from NOAA
for our work to date. It should be noted that the MEPED
instrument can provide data in two second time resolution, but
at this stage of model developemnt the finer time resolution is
not required.

The model interpolates the integral electron current density
at the minimum and maximum energies from the MEPED
electron spectrum and then takes the difference to obtain the
total current density deposited in the charging target during a
time step.

For the results in this work we have added the flux
measurements (in units of electrons/cm2-sec-sr) from both the
zenith and horizontal detectors and multiply by π steradians
assuming an isotropic flux distribution before converting to
the current density required for input to the charging model.
This algorithm possibly over estimates the environment,
especially in the mid-latitude regions during geomagnetic
quiet periods, but is a necessary assumption in the current
stage of model development. We have explored options for

Fig. 1. Stopping range calculated for 10 layers of MLI at 1 mil each.
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TABLE 1. MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Mimimum threshold energy (keV)

150

Maximum threshold energy (keV)

900

Dielectric constant

4.0

Thickness of ungrounded material (mm)

5.0

Length of ungrounded material (cm)

100

Width of ungrounded material (cm)

100

Volume resistivity (Ω·m)

1018

Material breakdown strength (V/m)

2.5x107

E-field enhancement

1.0

Maximum arc discharge

0.3

Minimum arc discharge

0.1

Discharge time A (μ sec)

0.1

Discharge time B (μ sec)

1

Discharge time C (μ sec)

10

III.

Fig. 2. Material geometry used in Example 1.

EXAMPLES

We present here three examples of charging an insulating
target material by eneretic electrons from the space
environment with charge loss through conduction to ground
and arcing.
The three examples have different input
parameters selected to illustrate the impact that differences in
satellite material configuration can have on charging and
electrostatic discharge levels in LEO. Table 1 lists parameters
used in the model run for Example 1. These values are the
same for the subsequent examples except where specifically
defined within the text for Examples 2 and 3.

Fig. 3 Simulated arcs for Example 1. Plotted is flux as a function of
time, as well as electric field (right vertical axis in red) as a function of
time.

A. Example 1
The first example studied simulates a 100 cm x 100 cm
sheet of insulating Kapton material under 10 mils of MLI
shielding. The depth of the Kapton charging target material
is 5 mm. Fig 2. illustrates this geometry. NIST ESTAR was
used to calculate the penetration depth of electrons. For this
example (using the same parameters from the previous
seciton) we find electrons in the energy of 150-900 keV are
able to penetrate the MLI shielding and deposit charge in the
charging target material underneath the MLI shielding.
This configuration produced four discharges. These are
shown at the corresponding discharge time in Fig. 3 as the
vertical orange lines and at the corresponding point along the
orbit in Fig. 4 as the red points. The energy discharged was
between 10-30% of the total energy stored in the capacitance,
producing arc energies in the ten’s of Joules. Specific
information about each discharge is stored in an output file,
shown in Table 2. Each simulated discharge will have
information for when the arc occurred, what fraction of the
stored charge density was discharged in the arc, voltage
difference across the target material thickness. Also computed

Fig 4. Locations of electrostatic discharges along the orbit for Example
1.

are the arc currents assuming three different scales for
discharge times and the energy in the resulting arcs.
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Time of discharge
(UT)

TABLE 2. OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR EACH DISCHARGE IN EXAMPLE 1
Fraction
φ before arc
φ after arc
Arc energy
Arc current
Arc current
discharged
(volts)
(volts)
(mJ)
(0.1 μ sec)
(1.0 μ sec)

Arc current
(10.0 μ sec)

2012.4995

0.1515

125000.1

106058.5

15493.1982

1340

134

13.4

2012.5434

0.1894

125003

101324.3

18971.375

1680

168

16.8

2012.655

0.2437

125000.2

94539.2

23673.375

2160

216

21.6

2012.7985

0.2055

125000.5

99307.8

20401.3105

1820

182

18.2

configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The total thickness of
ungrounded material is reduced from Examples 1 and 2,
resulting in a larger overall capacitance and the energy of
electrons depositing charge in the target material ranges from
80-175 keV.

The model also generates a map shown in Fig. 4. of
discharge locations based on the NOAA-19 satellite ephemeris
and time along the orbit where the discharges occur. This
feature is useful for comparing the distributions of arc
locations against spacecraft anomaly events in anomaly
investigations.

The code produced ten arcs for this configuration. The arc
energies calculated are smaller than those produced in
Examples 1 and 2. However, the number of discharges is more
than twice as many as for Example 1 – indicating that while the
amount of charge dissipated and the energy in each arc may be
less than the first example, there are more arcs capable of
damaging the material.

B. Example 2
We next modify the configuration used in the first example
as shown in Fig. 5. to simulate a case with 5 mils of MLI
shielding covering a charging target of 5 mm thick Kapton,
a configuration with 50% reduction in shielding compared to
Example 1 but all other inputs the same. The reduced
shielding results in a lower range of energies penetrating the
MLI shielding (now 89-900 keV) but at a higher flux that will
deposit a greater amount of charge in the underlying target
material.

IV.

SUMMARY

This paper describes an internal charging model developed
in the Natural Environments Branch at Marshall Space Flight
Center to help programs understand the shielding
requirements of the different spacecraft configurations and
orbits being considered. The model considers a layer of
shielding over an insulating or ungrounded charging target
material. Input parameters include the energy range for
electrons that deposit charge in the charging target material,
which is calculated externally, material properties such as
dielectric constant, volume resistivity, breakdown strength,
dimensions of the materials in question, the minimum and
maximum discharge amounts which range between 0 and 1,
respectively, and different discharge times. We find that as
shielding decreases, the charge accumulation and associated
electric fields of the charging target increases resulting in an
increase in the number of discharges along an orbit. The

This simple change of reducing the shielding by 50%
results in an increase in the number of arcs to 16 discharges
for the same external NOAA-19 electron environment used in
the first example. The energy released for these arcs are now
in the hundreds of Joule range while the arc currents
calculated remain in the same order of magnitude.
C. Example 3
The final example to be discussed here uses 5 mils of MLI
shielding. However, the ungrounded material is now 10 layers
of MLI, each layer electrically connected to each other but
electrically isolated from the spacecraft to simulate the effect
of charging ungrounded layers of MLI.
The material

Fig. 5. Material geometry for Example 2.

Fig. 6. Material geometry for Example 3.
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ungrounded MLI produced a significant number of discharges
even though the ungrounded layers were relatively thin.
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Motivation: To develop a tool that simulates
electrical discharges due to internal charging in
order to facilitate spacecraft design and anomaly
investigations for programs
Electrical
Material
Properties
Environment
Parameters

Spacecraft
Design
Simulated
Electrical
Discharges
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Code supports LEO (both high and low
inclination) internal charging investigations
Model considers:




Insulators or ungrounded conductors under thin
shielding
Target material geometry
Material properties

4
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NOAA 19 POES – MEPED particle sensor
Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector
 Three integral electron flux channels


 > 30 keV, > 100 keV, > 300 keV

 0 and 90 degree look angles






Model supports energies 20-900 keV
16s averaged data (instrument can provide
observations at 2s resolution)
Sun synchronous, 870 km 98.7○ inclination
Calculate current density
5
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Need to know what fraction of the electron
environment is depositing charge in the material given
a material thickness and density
Example: 10 layers of MLI converted to Al-equivalent
areal density (g/cm2)
NIST ESTAR rangeenergy relations used
to determine energy
thresholds for given
shielding, target
material thickness
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Internal electric field calculation based on 1-D
internal charging model (Garrett and
Whittlesey, 2000)
𝜖




𝑑𝐸
+ 𝜎𝐸 = 𝐽
𝑑𝑡

J is the charging source current density

Current density derived from NOAA-19
integral electron number flux measurements
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Amount of charge lost in discharge is random
percentage of total charge





Maximum and minimum percentages are set by user

Parallel plate capacitor model
Use 3 discharge times to bound the arc currents
for each discharge
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For each time step:




Calculate the internal electric field, potential, and stored
charge
Calculate the enhanced electric field based on sharp
points
Compare this new E to the breakdown strength of the
material, if E > breakdown strength:
 Produce an arc based on a random amount of charge lost
between two user prescribed levels
 Calculate potential, energy, charge before the arc
 Calculate potential, E, energy, charge after the arc
 Calculate energy and charge lost to arc and the current of the
arc
9
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Simulates 10 mil shielding
100 x 100 cm grounded insulator with a
thickness of 5mm

10 mil MLI

100 x 100 x 0.5 cm
10
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150. keV
900. keV

threshold energy for electrons penetrating material
maximum energy for electrons penetrating material

5.0 mm
100. cm
100. cm

thickness of wire insulation
length of exposed wire (cm)
width of expose wire (cm)

4.0
1018 Ω·m
1.0
10-14 /Ω·m
2.5x107 V/m
1.0

dielectric constant
volume resistivity (Ω·m, ρ = 1/σ)
density (not currently implemented)
radiation induced conductivity (RIC, not currently implemented)
breakdown strength
E-field enhancement factor (1=no enhancement, allow sharp points)

0.30
0.10

maximum discharge
minimum discharge

0.1 μ sec
1 μ sec
10 μ sec

discharge time A
discharge time B
discharge time C
11
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Surface Voltage (volts)
Arc
0
1
2
3

Decimal Year Day of Year
Fraction
(UT)
(UT)
Discharged Before arc
2012.4995
183.8301
0.1515
125000.1
2012.5434
199.8988
0.1894
125003
2012.655
240.742
0.2437
125000.2
2012.7985
293.2561
0.2055
125000.5

After arc
106058.5
101324.3
94539.2
99307.8

Arc Current (Amp)
Arc Energy
(mJoule)
15493.1982
18971.375
23673.375
20401.3105

0.10 μ sec
1.34E+03
1.68E+03
2.16E+03
1.82E+03

1.00 μ sec
1.34E+02
1.68E+02
2.16E+02
1.82E+02

10.00 μ sec
1.34E+01
1.68E+01
2.16E+01
1.82E+01

Simulated: 4 discharges, 107.5 days/event
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Simulates 5 mil shielding
100 x 100 cm grounded insulator with a
thickness of 5mm

5 mil MLI
100 x 100 x 0.5 cm
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80. keV
900. keV

threshold energy for electrons penetrating material
maximum energy for electrons penetrating material

5.0 mm
100. cm
100. cm

thickness of wire insulation
length of exposed wire
width of expose wire

4.0
1018 Ω·m
1.0
10-14 /Ω·m
2.5x107 V/m
1.0

dielectric constant
volume resistivity (ρ = 1/σ)
density (not currently implemented)
radiation induced conductivity (RIC, not currently implemented)
breakdown strength
E-field enhancement factor (1=no enhancement, allow sharp points)

0.30
0.10

maximum discharge
minimum discharge

0.1 μ sec
1 μ sec
10 μ sec

discharge time A
discharge time B
discharge time C
16
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Surface Voltage (volts)

Arc
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Decimal
Day of
Fraction
Arc Energy
Year (UT) Year (UT) Discharged Before arc After arc (mJoule)
2012.199
73.9777
0.2452
125002.1
94351.6
2.38E+04
2012.216
80.074
0.2083
125005.5
98969
20643.57
2012.262
96.7142
0.2547
125001.1
93161.1
2.46E+04
2012.316 116.7042
0.1557
125005.6 105547.9 15880.62
2012.341 125.9564
0.1354
125000.6 108072.8 1.40E+04
2012.379 139.7226
0.2789
125000.4
90141.5
26548.62
2012.448 165.0763
0.2651
125001.9
91869.4
25436.59
2012.501 184.3655
0.1332
125001.2 108348.2
13756.3
2012.523 192.2242
0.2149
125009.5
98146.1
21221.3
2012.542 199.3705
0.287
125006.1
89129.2
27196.11
2012.577 212.2979
0.2316
125001
96049.8
22654.95
2012.65
238.959
0.1673
125000.4 104088.7 16958.82
2012.697 256.0388
0.1813
125000.1 102333.5 18241.25
2012.771
283.19
0.1597
125009.4 105050.2 16254.99
2012.783 287.6644
0.2588
125000.6
92647.1
24927.55
2012.855 313.9283
0.2144
125001.4
98202.2
21175.1

Arc Current (Amp)

0.10 μ sec
2.17E+03
1.84E+03
2.25E+03
1.38E+03
1.20E+03
2.47E+03
2.35E+03
1.18E+03
1.90E+03
2.54E+03
2.05E+03
1.48E+03
1.60E+03
1.41E+03
2.29E+03
1.90E+03

1.00 μ sec 10.00 μ sec
2.17E+02 2.17E+01
1.84E+02 1.84E+01
2.25E+02 2.25E+01
1.38E+02 1.38E+01
1.20E+02 1.20E+01
2.47E+02 2.47E+01
2.35E+02 2.35E+01
1.18E+02 1.18E+01
1.90E+02 1.90E+01
2.54E+02 2.54E+01
2.05E+02 2.05E+01
1.48E+02 1.48E+01
1.60E+02 1.60E+01
1.41E+02 1.41E+01
2.29E+02 2.29E+01
1.90E+02 1.90E+01

Simulated: 16 discharges, 26.9 days/event
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Simulates internal charging of 10 mils of
grounded kapton with 5 mil shielding.
Thickness of 0.254 mm

5 mil MLI
100 x 100 cm x 1 mil
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80. keV
175. keV

threshold energy for electrons penetrating MLI
maximum energy for electrons penetrating MLI

0.254 mm
100. cm
100. cm

thickness of wire insulation
length of exposed wire
width of expose wire

4.0
1018 Ω·m
1.0
10-14 /Ω·m
2.5x107 V/m
1.0

dielectric constant
volume resistivity (ρ = 1/σ)
density (not currently implemented)
radiation induced conductivity (RIC, not currently implemented)
breakdown strength
E-field enhancement factor (1=no enhancement, allow sharp points)

0.30
0.10

maximum discharge
minimum discharge

0.1 μ sec
1 μ sec
10 μ sec

discharge time A
discharge time B
discharge time C
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Surface Voltage (volts)
Arc
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Arc Current (Amp)

Decimal Day of Year Fraction
Arc Energy
Year (UT)
(UT)
Discharged Before arc After arc
(mJoule)
0.10 μ sec
1.00 μ sec 10.00 μ sec
2012.2844
105.1083
0.202
6350.2
5067.1
1020.793
1.79E+03
1.79E+02
1.79E+01
2012.3559
131.2659
0.1964
6350
5102.8
995.4302
1.74E+03
1.74E+02
1.74E+01
2012.4373
161.034
0.261
6350
4692.6
1275.369
2.31E+03
2.31E+02
2.31E+01
2012.5214
191.8188
0.139
6350
5467.4
726.8035
1.23E+03
1.23E+02
1.23E+01
2012.5416
199.2435
0.1778
6350.3
5221.5
910.2372
1.57E+03
1.57E+02
1.57E+01
2012.587
215.8513
0.1175
6350.1
5604
621.5244
1.04E+03
1.04E+02
1.04E+01
2012.6532
240.0887
0.1344
6350
5496.9
704.3133
1.19E+03
1.19E+02
1.19E+01
2012.7506
275.7194
0.2109
6350.2
5010.7 1060.4178
1.87E+03
1.87E+02
1.87E+01
2012.7927
291.1283
0.1286
6350
5533.3
676.2808
1.14E+03
1.14E+02
1.14E+01
2012.896
328.949
0.1329
6350.1
5506.1
697.2628
1.18E+03
1.18E+02
1.18E+01

Simulated: 10 discharges, 43.0 days/event
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Internal charging model developed for spacecraft
design and anomaly assessment that calculates number
of internal discharges given material properties and
environment characteristics.
As shielding decreases, the number of discharges
increases.
MLI produced a significant number of discharges even
through thin layers.
Future Work
Additional charging environments
Run real time
 Radiation induced conductivity
 Backscattered and secondary electron emission
 Additional capacitance models
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